The five-dimensional supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory is studied in the framework of the relativistic Toda chain. This equation can be embedded in two-dimensional Toda lattice hierarchy. This system has the conjugate structure. This conjugate structure corresponds to the charge conjugation.
Introduction 2 Lax representation for RTC
We consider the eigenfunctions Φ n and Φ * n . These eigen functions satisfy the following recurrent relations which give the Lax operators: [7] Φ n+1 − S n S n−1 Φ n = z[Φ n − S n S n−1 (1 − S n S * The superscript * does not mean the complex conjugation. We define the next function:
In terms of the canonically conjugate variables for the RTC (q rt n , p rc n , p * n ), we can immediately read off S n S n−1 = − exp(ǫp n ), S * n S * n−1
4)
h n h n−1 = ǫ 2 exp(q n − q n−1 ). (2.5) with the periodic condition
Adding this the canonical coordinates satisfy the constraint
We next consider the equations which describe the time dependence of Φ n and Φ * n . For example t 1 andt 1 give the following evolution equations:
The compatibility condition gives the following nonlinear evolution equations:
9b)
9c) (2.9c) is exactly RTC written in somewhat different form. [7] We can obtain two RTC's for the two times t 1 andt 1 .
Here we define a n , b n and b * n :
Notice that from the definitions a n , b n and b * n satisfy the periodic condition:
In terms of a n , b n and b * n , (2.9a) and (2.9b) become the two-dimensional Toda equations:
This system has conjugate structures:
The two-dimensional Toda system with the conjugate structure can be seen is several physical models: the full unitary matrix models [14] and tt fusion of the topological sigma models. [15] , [16] We will assume that the eigenfunctions Φ n and Φ * n will obey the following quasiperiodic conditions:
where
If we set
The new eigenfunctions ϕ n and ϕ * n will fulfill periodic boundary condition,
The linear problems are transformed into
We have the following N × N matrix representation of (2.18)
Here λ and λ * are the spectral parameters. Notice that detL(k, λ) and detL
are an integral of motion for the two flows t 1 andt 1 . The polynomial detL(k, λ) and detL * (k, λ * ) , thought being of degree 2N in k, have only N functionally independent coefficients respectively. For N even, it is an even function of k, while for odd, the only odd surviving power of k is the Nth power. Using the (2.7) we can obtain the two curves
we can obtain The two curves have Z N and Z 2 symmetry respectively, [5] 
The Whitham-Toda equations
In this section we consider the 2-dimensional Toda lattice system (2.12a) and (2.12b) without the periodic condition. This system can be embedded in the 2-dimensional Toda hierarchy. [7] The matrix version of the spectral problem is
where (A) + is the upper triangular part of of the matrix A (including the main diagonal) while (A) − is strictly the lower triangular part. L and L * are the Lax operators and φ n (z) and φ * n (z) are the Baker-Akhiezer (BA) functions. The 2-dimensional Toda lattice system (2.12a) and (2.12b) has infinite number of conserved quantities. The conserved density is obtained from the Lax operators
3)
The conservation laws are given by
where ∆ is the unit shift operator, i.e., ∆f n = f n+1 , and F i andF i are the flows for the time t 1 andt 1 . For example we can obtain
The t 1 -flow andt 1 -flow of the conserved density are different. There is the inhomogeneity between t k andt k . We introduce an additional new variables θ = (θ 1 , θ 2 , · · · , θ N −1 ). This is achieved by the modifying the associated BA functions as [4] , [11] φ(p; n, t.t, θ) = exp[−n
where F and F * are the combinations of Riemann theta functions.
dΩ 0 , dΩ k , dΩ * 0 and dΩ * k are the normalized Abelian differentials. These are normalized by the conditions
where α i and α * i are the standard symplectic basis of homology cycles of the curve (2.23a) and (2.23b). These Abelian differentials are defined by their singularities
To obtain the Whitham equations, we introduce two time scales and then average the flux and density over the fast variables in the conservation laws. We break up the dynamics into slow and fast scales. Let n, t k andt k denote the fast spatial and time variables and let X = ǫx, T k = ǫt k andT k = ǫt k .
Here we introduce the meromorphic 1-form dS and dS * .
We can rewrite the Whitham equations in the terms of the Aberian diffrentials for the general T k andT k as follows
This equation is an average form of the conservation law.
Five Dimensional Gauge Theory
The prepotential F is identified with logarithm of the τ -function of the Whitham hierarchy. The system which we considered in the section 2 and 3 has one τ -function but has the two curves. To describe the five-dimensional moduli space the two curves have to be unified. The Coulomb branch of the moduli space is given by Ψ = diag(α 1 ,α 2 , · · · ,α N ) with iαi = 0, modulo the Weyle group action, which permutes theα i . It can thus be taken to be the Weyl chamberα 1 ≥α 2 ≥ · · · ≥α N To unify (2.23a) and (2.23b) we set as follows:
For N even, the sign is +, while for N odd, it is −.
One symmetry of kinematics in five dimensions is parity P : x µ → −x µ , combined with the changing the sign of the scalars. Also there is a charge conjugation symmetry, C. In the physical meaning (4.1) is the charge conjugation. From this conjugation we can obtain next relations:
This result means the homogeneity between T k andT k . But the conserved quantity is exchanged as (4.1). For the SU(2) case the conjugate motions are the same, as I 2 = I * 2 .
Concluding Remarks
We study the five dimensional supersymmetric SU(N) gauge theory and the relativistic Toda (RTC) equations. RTC is described as a particular reduction of the two dimensional Toda lattice hierarchy. This system has two curves. To describe the moduli space of the five dimensional gauge theory, the two curves have to be unified. Then the two times T k andT k are homogeneous and the conjugate structure becomes the charge conjugation.
